Tin sulfide (SnS), with a direct energy band gap of 1.3 eV and high absorption coefficient >10 4 cm -1 is a promising candidate for application as an absorber material for solar cell fabrication. Although several research groups have fabricated SnS-related solar cells, the reported efficiencies were low (< 3.0 %). One of the reasons for this low efficiency is the mismatch at the band edges in the heterojunction. In the present work, SnS films have been synthesized by sulfurization of Sn layers deposited by evaporation and RF sputtering onto SnO 2 coated glass. The structural properties of the layers were discussed. All RF sputtered Zn 0.8 Mg 0.2 O (ZMO) and ZnO:Ga were coated on SnS as buffer and window layers respectively. The band offsets at the SnO 2 /SnS and ZMO/SnS heterojunctions were evaluated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements. The conduction band (∆E c ) and valence band (∆E v ) discontinuities were determined as approximately 1.0 eV and 3.5 eV for SnO 2 /SnS and 0.4 eV and 1.7 eV for ZMO/SnS junction. The related energy band diagram was constructed and the results discussed.
Introduction
Tin monosulphide (SnS) belongs to the IV-VI group of compound semiconductors which exhibit the orthorhombic crystal structure [1] . It has a direct optical band gap of 1.3 eV, which is nearer to the optimum value for efficient absorption of solar radiation with a high absorption coefficient, >10 4 cm -1 [2] . It also involves elements that are abundant, cheaper and safe to handle, compared to many existing
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. photovoltaic materials that are used in the fabrication of high efficiency solar cells. Therefore, SnS is one of the potential materials for optoelectronic applications, particularly in the development of heterojunction solar photovoltaic cells. Generally in the fabrication of heterostructure devices, the interfacial band alignment plays a significant role. Investigations on band discontinuities are crucial for any device design because the valence and conduction band offsets determine the electrical transport properties at the interface. Therefore control of the discontinuities at the band edges to align the valence and conduction bands of both semiconductors with more perfection is very important in solar cells. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is considered as one of the powerful and direct tools for the measurement of valence band discontinuities in heterojunctions [3, 4] . There are few research papers available in literature on the growth of SnS films using different physical as well as chemical methods and the properties of the layers [5] . However, the reported work on experimental and/or theoretical estimation of the band discontinuities in SnS-based devices is very meagre. Recently Ichimura has reported on the theoretical estimation of band offsets in CdS/SnS heterojunction using the first principle, density functional and pseudopotenatial method [6] . In our previous work, we have experimentally determined the band discontinuities at the CdS/SnS interface using XPS and Capacitance-Voltage (C-V) measurements [7] . In this paper, we report on the structure of sulfurized tin layers grown by evaporation as well as RF sputtering. The energy band offsets at the interfaces of SnO 2 /SnS/ZMO structure are measured using XPS for the first time. The related energy band diagram is developed and the results are presented.
Experimental
SnS films have been synthesized by sulfurization of tin layers of approximately 100 nm thickness. The tin layers were deposited by vacuum evaporation as well as RF sputtering techniques onto SnO 2 coated Corning 7059 glass substrates. The layers were sulfurized at atmospheric pressure using sulphur vapour with nitrogen as the carrier gas. The sulfurization temperature (T s ) was maintained at 330 o C for different time periods upto 90 min with N 2 as the carrier gas with a flow rate of 200 sccm. More details on the growth of SnS layers by sulfuriation process are available elsewhere [8, 9] . The thickness of synthesized SnS layer was ~200 nm. RF sputtered Zn 0.8 Mg 0.2 O (ZMO) film of approximately 100 nm was grown on SnS as a buffer layer, followed by the deposition of ~200 nm thick n-type ZnO:Ga (GZO) layer by RF sputtering to. The deposited layers were characterised to study the structure using X-ray diffraction measurements. The optical transmittance and reflectance versus wavelength studies were made using Perkin Elmer optical spectrophotometer in order to determine the energy band gap. The valence band offsets at the SnO 2 /SnS and ZMO/SnS heterojunctions were evaluated from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements (XPS) using a JEOL JPS-9010MC photoelectron spectrometer. Layers of SnO 2 /SnS/ZMO/GZO structure were sputtered at regular intervals using Ar sputtering and the corresponding XPS spectra were recorded repeatedly. The top of valence band was then determined by extrapolation of the linear edge of the valence band onto the energy axis in the XPS spectra. The accuracies in the measurement of the XPS spectra and valence band offset were approximately ± 0.05 eV and ±0.01 eV respectively.
Results and discussion
SnS layers formed by using both evaporated and sputtered 'Sn' precursors were pin-hole fee, uniform and were grayish black in appearance. Both the layers when sufurized up to 250 o C indicated phases corresponding to SnS in addition to Sn and S. No phases related to SnS 2 or Sn 2 S 3 were observed in the X-ray diffraction spectrum or their presence is so small that the related peaks were not detected by the XRD. For T s 300 o C, only SnS phase was found in the XRD spectrum. This is different from our earlier studies in that Sn layers sulfurized using excess S in graphite box exhibited SnS 2 and Sn 2 S 3 phases at low temperatures (150 -300 o C). These phases were dissociated at temperatures >300 o C, forming SnS phase [10] . On the other hand, when Sn precursors were sulfurized with S in a sealed quartz ampoule, single phase SnS was observed for T s 200 o C with the presence of Sn 2 S 3 phase at T s =100 o C [11] . This might be due to the fact that in the later two processes, the precursors were sulfurized under high sulfur pressure while in the present study low pressure sulfurization was used along with a carrier gas. Further, it was also found that sputtered Sn layers required longer sulfurization time, S t (90 min.) to convert completely into SnS, while evaporated Sn precursors needed only 60 min to turn into single phase SnS when T s was maintained constant (300 o C). This can be observed from Fig. 1 . This is probably due to the fact that sputtered Sn films had higher packing density of atoms compared to evaporated layers so that it will take more time for S to diffuse into Sn in the former case than the later. hν plot].
The optical transmittance versus wavelength spectrum of a typical SnS sample is shown in Fig. 2 . The optical absorption coefficient, was calculated using the transmittance and reflectance data and it was >10 4 cm -1 . The energy band gap (E g ) of the films, evaluated from the ( hν) 2 versus hν plot was 1.3 eV. This value of E g was used in the calculation of band offsets at the interface. Fig.3 shows the X-ray photoelectron spectra of SnO 2 /SnS and ZMO/SnS junctions as a function of sputtering time. With the increase of sputter time, the layer thickness decreased and the XPS signals corresponding to the valence band edge of the films could be observed. Linear extrapolation of the valence band edges of both the layers onto the energy axis, as shown in the figure, directly gives the valence band discontinuity between the two edges. The valence band offsets determined in this work are 3.5 eV and 1.7 eV respectively for SnO 2 /SnS and ZMO/SnS junctions. In order to calculate the conduction band discontinuities, the energy band gaps of SnO 2 and ZMO were taken as 3.8 eV [11] and 3.4 eV at 300 K (as measured from the optical absorption studies, not given in this paper). Also the electron affinity ( ) values were taken as 4.9 eV for SnO 2 [12] , 4.2 eV for ZnMO and 4.0±0.01 eV for SnS [7] respectively. The ∆E c value determined as 1.0 eV for SnO 2 /SnS and 0.4 eV for ZMO/SnS junctions. Using these values of band offsets, the energy band diagrams were developed and the schematic is shown in Fig.4 . As the carrier concentration of different layers used in this work were not measured, the position of the Fermi level, band bending and other parameters were not indicated in the band diagram. From Fig. 4 , it is evident that SnO 2 /SnS interface forms staggered (Type-II) heterojunction and in the present case electrons can be injected from SnO 2 into SnS, similar to that generally occur in a metal contact. On the other hand, ZMO/SnS tend to form a straddled heterojunction (Type-I). This structure is similar to the one observed in highly efficient CuInSe 2 /CdS heterojunction. Since SnS generally exhibit p-type electrical conductivity and its electron affinity is close to that of the chalcopyrite compounds like CuInGaSe 2 [13] and Cu(Al,Ga)(S,Se) 2 [14] , it could be a good absorber layer for solar cell development. Although many of the chalcopyrite absorbers formed Type-I interface with CdS, however, SnS forms Type-II junction which is not favourable for getting high conversion efficiencies. This might be one of the reasons for not achieving good efficiencies CdS/SnS solar cells. Therefore selection of suitable n-type layer is important in realising higher conversion efficiencies using SnS as an absorber layer and ZMO could be one of the potential window layers for developing efficient SnS-based solar photovoltaic cells.
Conclusions
Polycrystalline and single phase SnS layers with (111) preferred orientation have been synthesized by sulfurization process at temperatures 300 o C for sulfurization times higher than 60 min. Evaporated and sputtered Sn films deposited on SnO 2 coated glass were used as precursors. The precursor deposition method found to be crucial in deciding the sulfurization conditions. Typical heterostructure of the type, glass/SnO 2 /SnS/ZMO/GZO was prepared and the energy band offsets measured using XPS technique. The conduction and valence band discontinuities determined at the SnO 2 /SnS junction were 1.0 eV and 3.5 eV; and 0.4 eV and 1.7 eV for ZMO/SnS interface respectively. The related energy band diagrams were developed and the results discussed.
